
Be confident in your  
sterilization

When working in a clean environment, it is important that all materials are free from microbial contamination  
– introducing non-sterile products will put the environment and your precious product at risk. Liquid hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) has commonly been used to sterilize materials and equipment, but we have more recently  
seen a trend towards the use of vaporized H2O2 (VHP), especially for products entering the clean environment 
via an isolator.

No peroxide allowed 
VHP systems are highly effective at sterilizing materials, but peroxide residues left behind can affect sensitive 
systems such as those used for cell culture. Overcoming this problem can be a major challenge, and the best 
way to ensure that there is no H2O2 residue in your storage bottles is to ensure that it never enters them in the 
first place.

What harm can peroxide residues do?
When inside your containers, peroxide residues will come into direct contact with the contained product, 
adversely affecting any number of subsequent applications. This delayed growth will then negatively impact 
research and production outputs, meaning that a greater investment of time and money is required to obtain 
results. 

Keep it clean
We underwent third-party testing to verify that our containers remain H2O2 free during VHP exposure methods 
and spray-on applications. 

When looking at VHP exposure, experimental, negative control (no exposure to VHP) and positive control 
(compromised seal) bottles were sent for analysis. The experimental and positive control bottles were exposed 
to a VHP concentration of approximately 1500 ppm. Afterwards, the exposure indicator strips in all experimental 
bottles showed no change after a VHP exposure cycle. 

When looking at spray-on applications, experimental and positive control bottles were sprayed with a heavy 
application of Steri-Perox 6% hydrogen peroxide solution. After overnight exposure, the strips were observed, 

along with those of the negative control bottles, which had not been sprayed. The indicator strips  
in all of the experimental bottles showed no change following an overnight application of 

H2O2 solution. 

Containers such as our Thermo ScientificTM NalgeneTM PETG Sterile Square Media 
Bottles are ideal for use in H2O2 systems, where peroxide must not enter  

the bottle. 
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